Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_JJ says:
::In Sick Bay, catching the phaser the Counselor threw::

CEO_JJ says:
::hostlers phaser::

OpsPalmer says:
::taking a short snooze on the JUnktown::

CTO_Matt says:
::steps into the TL::  OPS.

CSO_Tyler says:
::in the freighter Scrapheap enroute to arcadia IX::

CO_Reed says:
::sitting at the Science station at Ops, reading through reports and watching the path of the freighters::

CFCOHarri says:
::on frieghter Junktown observing on Bridge::

ENG_Kal says:
@::looks around the freighter, wondering when we'll arrive::

CMO_Rex says:
@::on the Junktown, wondering why he's been chosen for a mining mission::

Sec_Arcon says:
:: on deck 8 inside the force fields with a Sec team tracking the alien::

CEO_JJ says:
Sickbay: I will have to go to OPS to get a better scan

CEO_JJ says:
::walks out of room and heads for TL::

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal: can't be to much longer before we arrive

CEO_JJ says:
TL: Operations

CTO_Matt says:
::steps out of the TL and takes his station at Tactical::

OpsPalmer says:
@::awakens and looks at CMO: Hey Doc, what's the matter?

ENG_Kal says:
@Tyler: that's just what I was thinking about ::smiles::

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Greetings Captain.

CEO_JJ says:
::TL goes fast to OPS:: ::walks over to Engineering::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: hello sir

CO_Reed says:
::nods to the two officers::

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal:: I wonder how the other freighter is holding up

CMO_Rex says:
@Ops: I'm a doctor, not a geological engineer. Mining's just not my thing. ::sighs::

OpsPalmer says:
@CMO:  You have the delicate touch.

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to reconfigure the internal sensors::

Sec_Arcon says:
Security:  This is Arconus.  I want a response team on decks 7 and 9 in case the alien makes it off this deck.  Have the other teams cover all deck 8 entry points.  Maintain intruder alert on all other decks in case there are more of them.

ENG_Kal says:
@Tyler: I dont know, everythings seems quiet now

CO_Reed says:
::eyes glancing from PADD to display screen::

CMO_Rex says:
@Ops: Well, I'm not really built for physical work either.

CTO_Matt says:
::takes a scan of the station, the surrounding area, the area of the freighters and ahead of the flight path::

Sec_Arcon says:
Security:  I also want teams to main engineering, life support and the bridge.

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: what was the last deck that the alien was sited on

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal:  Any ideas what kind of conditions are on Arcadia IX..... mining wise at least

OpsPalmer says:
@::tapps comm badge:: ENG_Kal: How are you doing on the Scraphead?

Sec_Arcon says:
CEO:  Deck 8.  I'm there now.

CO_Reed says:
::trying to figure out how a Delta Quadrant species could have possibly made it to the Alpha Quadrant in such little time::

Sec_Arcon says:
::begins the advance scanning with tricorder::

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: I am working on the sensors now do you have any new information that I can use to narrow the search down

ENG_Kal says:
@Tyler: I didnt check on the condition on the planet... but I think they have pretty good mining machines

CSO_Tyler says:
@::starts to ask a question but then stops at the sound of her comm badge goign off::

CO_Reed says:
::glancing back up to the display screen::

Sec_Arcon says:
CEO:  None other than the DNA readings that led me here.  They are uplinked to the computer.

ENG_Kal says:
@*Palmer*: Everything's normal here, anything on your side?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir this alien was a shape-shifter not one of the founders by identity but what if it is a Founder that changed it's morphing

CMO_Rex says:
@::checks his medkit for the umpteenth time::

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: accessing the files now I should have the sensors on that deck ready in a few minutes

CEO_JJ says:
::begins punching in commands::

OpsPalmer says:
@*Kal*: We'll be landing soon.

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  The DNA does not match that of the founders.

Sec_Arcon says:
*Bridge*  This is Arconus.  We are beginning the sweep of deck 8.  force fields have been established and bulkheads have been closed.

ENG_Kal says:
@*Palmer*: understood, we'll see you soon then

CEO_JJ says:
CO: can the founders change their DNA?

OpsPalmer says:
@*Kal*: I have some great new heights for you and Tom.

ENG_Kal says:
@Tyler: Palmer reports that the Junktown was going to land soon

CFCOHarri says:
@::Heads to join back up with OPS Palmer and CMO Rex::

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  I don't believe so, but I've never asked them.

CEO_JJ says:
::hears the message from Arcon and starts his sheid reinforcement program::

OpsPalmer says:
::checks his PADD for Arcadia IX::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: How long would it take to contact Deep Space 9, sir?

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Too long.

Sec_Arcon says:
::stops at security arms locker and get phaser rifle::

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO: How much longer?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: what about Starfleet they should have some information on the Founders when it comes to DNA

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal: good...i guess a change in sceneray would be nice

CEO_JJ says:
::enters final command and internal sensors on Deck 8 ready to scan for the alien::

CFCOHarri says:
@::arrives back with the rest of Alpha team:: OPS/CMO: You guys rested up and ready?

CEO_JJ says:
::starts to scan deck 8::

Sec_Arcon says:
*Security*  Since this thing shape changes do the standard blood test all all pers you encounter and each other.

CMO_Rex says:
@FCO: If I were any more rested I'd need a stimulant.

ENG_Kal says:
@::gets up and heads for the bridge::  Tyler: I'll go check if we're arriving soon

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Commander Kate Wolfe has done a lot of research into this matter.  I'm sure she would not have overlooked such a detail, and I trust her judgement.  Besides, why would the founders want to impersonate a species trying to impersonate humans?

CFCOHarri says:
@CMO: I'm sure we'll get a chance to work off any kinks we may have from inactivity

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: starting to scan deck 8

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO: Any word on ETA?

Sec_Arcon says:
*Security*  All weapons on wide field maximum stun.  This thing moves in a flash.

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal:  ok..i'm just going over a few last details ::reviews padd::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: it matches the Founders MO on trying to reck havoc

CFCOHarri says:
@OPS: Soon we should be approaching the landing area any minute.

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.  Let me know tricorders are not picking anything up.

ENG_Kal says:
@::goes to a member of the freighter crew and asks about their position to be inform that they're prepairing for landing::

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: nothing yet- but something should turn up any moment

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  The founders, as I see them, are trying to bring order to the galaxy -- much like the Borg believe they are helping us when they assimilate our people.  To impersonate another species which does not even come from this quadrant, would make no sense.

CTO_Matt says:
::sets his scans to scan internally to help with the search for the intruder::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: terrorism makes no sense but the founders did attack that meeting on Earth a few years ago

CFCOHarri says:
@OPS/CMO: We're here. Lets go see whats shaking

ENG_Kal says:
@::heads back to where she was sitting:: Tyler: I've been informed that we're in the process of landing

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As the first frieghter lands, the workers on the planet move the cargo towards it.

OpsPalmer says:
@::gets gear together and offloads ship::

CMO_Rex says:
@::grabs his medkit and tricorder and steps off the freighter::

Sec_Arcon says:
*CO*  I'd like to evacuate all personel from this deck through TL 2.  I'll have a screening station set up.  That was we can get a better fix on anything still on this deck.

CFCOHarri says:
@:: heads to help out with the loading and report in:: OPS: How about you inform the Captain we are on station at Arcadia IX

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal: Great....the quicker we finish the quicker we can get out of here

CO_Reed says:
*Arconus*:  Agreed.

CSO_Tyler says:
@::heads for the disembarkment area

CEO_JJ says:
CO: it will take a minute but I can get a scanning field set up near TL 2 just in case screening doesn't work

OpsPalmer says:
@*CO*: Captain, Alpha Team on Arcadia IX.

ENG_Kal says:
@Tyler: Agreed ::smiles then follows CSO, preparing to disembark::

CO_Reed says:
*Palmer*:  Good.  Hopefully it won't take you very long to finish up.

CEO_JJ says:
::readies a scanning field and waits for the Captian's OK::

Sec_Arcon says:
*Sec team Bravo*  We will evacuate the deck via TL 2 setting a screening of all pers before they leave the deck and take them direct to  deck 17.  Set up a containment site there and scan then again.

CFCOHarri says:
@::Heads for the Operations area::

CMO_Rex says:
@Ops: I'm going to head over to the medical unit and review things there.

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Proceed.

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO:  Do you have the manifest for the shipments?:: follows CFCO to OPS::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As the workers load up the frieghter, a loud metallic noise can be heard and several cargo containers fall to the deck.

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO* I need you to close offf TL2 and set it's destination from deck 8 to deck 17 only.

CEO_JJ says:
::activates field:: *Sec*: the personnel will be scanned as they enter the TL

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, if my memory is correct, was there not a small record of another type of changling back when peace was made with the Klingons, I think there was some mention of Captain Kirk in there as well.

CMO_Rex says:
@::runs to the site of the accident::

CSO_Tyler says:
@::feels the freighter touch down on the ground::   *Fregihter Capt*   Capt: this is cargo bay 1......request permission to disembark

OpsPalmer says:
@::stops and looks for the noise and see CMO and runs after him:

CMO_Rex says:
@::scans the containers:: Ops: Palmer! There are people trapped under here!

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: will do we can't be too safe at this moment Xenobiology is on Deck 17 I will send the personnel there

CFCOHarri says:
@::heads to accident site::

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  It wtill wouldn't make sense..

OpsPalmer says:
@::at accident and starts directing miners to help move the bins::

CSO_Tyler says:
@<Freighter Capt> *Tyler* permission granted

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO:  We have trapped miners under these bins.

CMO_Rex says:
@Ops: I don't think we have time for that... they're in pretty bad shape.

CEO_JJ says:
::TL ready::

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO* That's what I was thinking.  Thanks, we'll scan them again there.

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  ...and I think the species to which you are refering is a Chameloid.

CSO_Tyler says:
@::looks at Ens_Kal smiling as the cargo doors open::   Kal: Well here we are should be intresting

OpsPalmer says:
@CMO: Do think that we can beam them out?

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: OK the TL is ready to go

CMO_Rex says:
@Ops: I don't think we have much of a choice. Let's try it.

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Yes, Sir, that was the species.

ENG_Kal says:
@::looks at Tyler:: lets go!

Sec_Arcon says:
*Sickbay* Medical team to deck 17 for personel scanning.

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO* understood.

CMO_Rex says:
@Ops: Do we have a set of pattern enhancers?

OpsPalmer says:
@CMO:  the ore is interfereing with transporter lock.

CFCOHarri says:
@OPS/CMO; Looks like we have to do it manually.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir, I am curious as to what logic says about this alien

OpsPalmer says:
@*Kal* where are you at, we need you.

ENG_Kal says:
@::getting out off the freighter she notices some excitment at an other end of the cargo bay::

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal:: I'm going to go find whoever is in command here....do you want to begin directing the cargo disembarkment

CMO_Rex says:
@Ops: Maybe we could beam me IN, instead of beaming them out.

OpsPalmer says:
@CMO: No too close quarters.

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Logic says that this alien is trying to learn about us.

ENG_Kal says:
@::hears Palmer:: Tyler: I think there's problem

CEO_JJ says:
::keeps an eye on a camera in TL2 and makes sure it's desination is confirmed::

CMO_Rex says:
@::scans the trapped miners again::

ENG_Kal says:
@*OPS* on my way

CSO_Tyler says:
@::looks at Kal puzzily::  Kal what is it??

CFCOHarri says:
@OPS: Any idea what caused the accident?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: strange way to learn why not just talk to us? oh wait i forgot not all species have a verbal language

ENG_Kal says:
@Tyler: I dont know, it seems urgent, Im going to see

OpsPalmer says:
@::starts reconfiquiring transporters::

ENG_Kal says:
@::runs to the location of Palmer::

Sec_Arcon says:
*CO*  Nothing found so far.  Beginning to evacuate.

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO: No, not at this time>

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal:: I'm going to begin Cargo Disembarkment.... let me know what the problem is when you get there

OpsPalmer says:
@Kal:  Help me reconfiquire the transporters

ENG_Kal says:
@::heras Tyler and quickly nods to him::

CEO_JJ says:
CO & *Sec*: Confirmed passangers are entering the TL

Sec_Arcon says:
*All hands on deck 8*  Report to TL 2 by sections.

CSO_Tyler says:
@::finds the CO of the mining efforts and informs him of the cargo::

OpsPalmer says:
@CMO: How are their vital signs?

ENG_Kal says:
@::sees fallen cargo on the floor and looks at Palmer: People are trapped under?

OpsPalmer says:
@Kal: the transporters help me reset them.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Station personnel begin to offload the frieghter.

CEO_JJ says:
::scans the passangers entering the TL::

CMO_Rex says:
@::yells to the miners inside:: This is Doctor Rex of Arcadia Station! We're trying to get you out now! Hold on!

CMO_Rex says:
@Ops: Not good, but not deteriorating... yet.

CNS_Savar thinks:  What?

CEO_JJ says:
::hum that is odd:: *Sec* I am getting a flag from the sensors on that group stop them

ENG_Kal says:
@::goes to the Transporter control:: All: too much interference, get people to use some anti-gravity units

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO Mining Station::  Thank you for your assistance sir

CMO_Rex says:
@::taps communicator:: *All Personnel* All hands, medical emergency... we need all available anti-grav units to my current position immediately.

Sec_Arcon says:
*Security teams*  As each compartment has been cleared of personel do a close scan then seal it.

OpsPalmer says:
@::tries the new transporters on the miners::

CFCOHarri says:
@::Starts an anti grav lifter and uses his tricorder to determine best pattern to start shifting the containers with::

ENG_Kal says:
@*Tyler*:They're are miners trapped under some cargo here

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The transporters lock onto one lifesign.

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec* were you able to stop the TL

CSO_Tyler says:
@::puzzled...taps communicator::  Transporters not working??

OpsPalmer says:
@::beaming one ifesign to sickbay::  Hold everything.:

CMO_Rex says:
@*CSO* The ore is interfering.

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO*  As we seal each compartment set the sensors to detect movement through air disturbances.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As the lifesign materializes, it twists and turns, then explodes all over the pad in a gooy mess.

ENG_Kal says:
@*Tyler* the cargo is interferring with the signal

OpsPalmer says:
@:ALL:: Damn, I thought I had it.

CEO_JJ says:
*SEC*: did you stop the TL I got a red flag from the sensors I think that the alien was with the group

CSO_Tyler says:
@*Kal* On my way ::graps a few men and heads for the coordinates::

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO: Use the anti-gravs fast.

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO*  No I didn't.  Has the TL reached deck 17?

OpsPalmer says:
@CMO:  Sorry, I thought I had one.

CMO_Rex says:
@::scans the environment under the containers::

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: not yet but your lock outs are still on

CFCOHarri says:
@::Has the workers around the area begin to use the anti grav devices to move the top layer of containers::

ENG_Kal says:
@::works on the targeting scanners and try to filter the interference from the ore::

Sec_Arcon says:
*Sec team deck 17* heads up we have a hot one coming with the group in transit.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir we may have found the alien

CNS_Savar says:
::Arrives in sickbay::

CSO_Tyler says:
@::arrives at the Junktown coordiantes::   All: how many people are trapped??

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Where?

OpsPalmer says:
@Kal: Beam the bins elsewhere.

ENG_Kal says:
@::looks at the people working with the antigravs, hoping it will help clear the signal::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The lifesigns remaining are fading.

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: as soon as your security teams gets to the TL on Deck 17 I am going to seal the area

CEO_JJ says:
CO: TL2 sir

CMO_Rex says:
@Kal: I agree. We have to. If we lose the boxes, oh well.

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  What's its status?

OpsPalmer says:
@::starts beaming bins to another coordinates in groups::

CSO_Tyler says:
@::goes to the transporter controls::

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO* understood they are by the enrty way now.  Seal off that section.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: Sec officer Arcon has sent a team to the TL on Deck 17

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As the wide-beam transporters begin removing the containers, three humans are revealed, as well as one half of one.

Sec_Arcon says:
::moves to deck 8 TL 2 enrty way::

ENG_Kal says:
@All: We dont have a good enough pattern to beam people, but I can get a better lock on the cargo now

CEO_JJ says:
::sealing section with reinforced shields::

CMO_Rex says:
@Kal: Now that the ore is gone you should be able to lock onto the miners and beam them directly to the medical unit.

CO_Reed says:
Do we have internal sensors there?  I want to see it on the main viewer.

CSO_Tyler says:
@:: looks at CMO_Rex::   CMO: Doc ...see what you can do

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: section sealed

OpsPalmer says:
@::keeps beaming groups of bins away::

Sec_Arcon says:
*Sec team Echo*  As they come off line them up and scan them.  Make sure someone is covering them and don't block fields of fire.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: I am trying to get a live feed from the TL but I lost contact at deck 12

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO* Understood.

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: I should add I don't a working camera in the TL any more

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Keep trying.

CNS_Savar says:
::Prepares sickbay for casualties on the station::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: I'm on it sir

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO* is it still moving?

ENG_Kal says:
@::looks at Palmer:: beam the injured to the med unit here

CEO_JJ says:
::types in a command to by pass main feed and go to back ups::

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: as far as I can tell it is

OpsPalmer says:
@CMO: Doc, have you got them yet?

CSO_Tyler says:
@:: looks at Palmer:: any idea what happened??

CEO_JJ says:
::didn't work::

CMO_Rex says:
@*Ops* I've got them, we're awaiting transport to the med unit

CFCOHarri says:
@::runs tricorder to see if he can get an idea of why the containers fell::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir I am not able to get a picture from the TL I am putting up an image at the enterance to the TL on deck 17 for now

OpsPalmer says:
@CSO: Don't know yet but will get to bottom of it.

CEO_JJ says:
::puts TL2 on Deck 17 on the Main Viewer::

CO_Reed says:
::watches the screen::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Scrapheap has been fully loaded.

Sec_Arcon says:
::steps into TL::  TL: deck 17.

CTO_Matt says:
::continues his scans::

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Where is it?

ENG_Kal says:
@::Takes her tricorder out and starts scanning area for anything unusual::

Sec_Arcon says:
TL:  Stop.

CSO_Tyler says:
@Palmer:: Just for precautions, why don't we try to knock down the height of these stacks of containers..

CMO_Rex says:
@::works over the injured, trying to stabilize them::

OpsPalmer says:
@*CO*: Captain, We have an accident three injuried and two dead. I'll file a report when I get back.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: the alien if any where is still in the TL

CMO_Rex says:
@*Ops* We're still waiting for that transport...

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO*  Beam me to deck 17 out side of the forcefield.

CFCOHarri says:
*Chief Mining Officer Arcadia IX: Theres been a loading acccident at the cargo site

CEO_JJ says:
CO: we can't stop the TL until it gets to Deck 17

OpsPalmer says:
@MiningOps: Where is the medical transport?

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Is that deck sealed off?

CSO_Tyler says:
@::taps combadge:: *Scrapheap* Tyler to scrapheap...standby for departure...we just have a few issues to clear up here...tyler out

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: you got it. hold still. Engergizing

ENG_Kal says:
@CFCO: Do you have anything on your tricorder that can explain what happened?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: that section is sealed sir

OpsPalmer says:
@::beams injuried party to sickbay::

CO_Reed says:
CEO: Well then, we wait.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: just in case this is a false alarm, considering that scanning for this thing isn't an exact science yet, I have keep Deck 8 sealed

ENG_Kal says:
@::goes to the transported cargo and scans it with her tricorder::

CMO_Rex says:
@::starts barking orders to the medical staff on the planet::

Sec_Arcon says:
::beams onto deck 17 and moves towards forcefield::  *CO*  I am now on deck 17.  We are still sweeping deck 8.  Nothing found so far.

CO_Reed says:
::nods::

CFCOHarri says:
@Kal:Some type of equipment failure.

CO_Reed says:
*Arconus*:  Be careful.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Some of the med personnel on the planet give the CMO a nasty look.

CEO_JJ says:
CO & *Sec*: the TL will be at Deck 17 in 5 4 3 2 1

Sec_Arcon says:
*CO* understood.

CO_Reed says:
::watches the main viewer::

CMO_Rex says:
@::gives the nasty look right back and keeps working on the most severely injured of the patients::

CSO_Tyler says:
@CFCO:: lets find out what kind of equipment failure so we don't lose any more lives

ENG_Kal says:
@::nods at CFCO then scans the equipment that was holding the cargo::

OpsPalmer says:
@Mining Personal:  Gentlemen, let's finish loading the Junktown.

CFCOHarri says:
@Kal: We'll need more test to find out exactly what went wrong\

CEO_JJ says:
::turns attention to main viewer:: ::stomach turns a little as the drugs start to wear off::

Sec_Arcon says:
:: observes TL  doors opening::

Sec_Arcon says:
*CO*  It's empty no one on it.

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO:  Can we take it back with us for further tests?

CTO_Matt says:
::looks at main viewer::

CFCOHarri says:
@OPS: Well it is my tricorder? ::Smiling::

CEO_JJ says:
::reaches under the Engineering console and gets a med kit out and adiministers another dose::

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO* check all TL door on intervening decks have any been opened?

CSO_Tyler says:
@::heads for a comm panel::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: I don't understand

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: checking

CEO_JJ says:
::starts checking TL doors::

OpsPalmer says:
@Kal:  You better get onboard on the Scrapheap and get going back to the station.

CTO_Matt says:
::checks his sensors on the TL shafts and doors::

CFCOHarri says:
@CSO\ENG: See you back at the Station

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO: I meant the cargo bin.

CO_Reed says:
::wonders what he would do if he could move extremely fast, and was being tracked by a security team::

CEO_JJ says:
CO & *Sec*: none have been opened and the seals on them haven't been compromised

CSO_Tyler says:
@::looks nervously around::  yeah.....see you at the sation

ENG_Kal says:
@All: alright ::then looks at CSO:: we better get that cargo to Arcadia

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Scrapheap launches fully overloaded with all personnel.

CO_Reed says:
::goes through the list of ships preparing to leave the station::

Sec_Arcon says:
*Security*  Continue sweeping deck 8 and continue intruder alert.  Better send a team back to the cargo bay where all this started.

CSO_Tyler says:
@::looking blankly::

CEO_JJ says:
::activates a quick scan of the entire station::

ENG_Kal says:
@::on the freighter still looking at the readings she had time to take::

Sec_Arcon says:
*CO*  When are the freighters due back?  I have a team moving to cover the cargo bay.

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO: do you want to take the cargo bin back and run some tests?

CFCOHarri says:
@OPS:Yes, that would be helpful

CO_Reed says:
::looks at the display screen showing the freighters::  *Arconus*:  The Scraphead is on its way back now.

OpsPalmer says:
@Mining Personal:  Put the damaged cargo bin on the transport and secure it down.

OpsPalmer says:
@CMO:  How are you doing?

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal: i'm still a little unsettled about the accident....something about it makes me very worried

CFCOHarri says:
@CMO: Yeah, are you alright?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir I have just completed a quick scan of the entire station. the alien isn't on the station of course it has to be at least 1 cubic meter in volume to be picked up by a quick scan

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO*  Check the sensor logs and see if there are any residual transporter traces in the TL.

CMO_Rex says:
@*Ops,CFCO*: The patients are in serious but stable condition.

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: starting scan

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: There is a power flux in the Scrapheap's engine core.

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Can you scan the exterior of the station?

OpsPalmer says:
@::checks the Junktown load and finds that it is fully loaded::

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal:  what was that?? ::heads for the bridge::

ENG_Kal says:
@::tries different algorythms on data she has then looks at Tyler:: yeah so am I

CTO_Matt says:
::scans the exterior walls of the station to see if anything unusual is there::

CFCOHarri says:
@CMO: Can you take care of them here or will we need to take them back to the station?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: yes sir just a few control adjustments and I can use long range sensors from here

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO: The ship is loaded and are we ready to leave yet?

ENG_Kal says:
@::notices the same thing as Tyler then goes to the bridge as well::

CMO_Rex says:
@*CFCO*: I would recommend transporting them to the station... the medical facilities here are not equipped to provide continuing care.

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: no transporter traces detected

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The power flux on the Scrapheap is getting worse.

CSO_Tyler says:
@:;enters bridge and looks at Engineering Console::  Fregihter eng:: Whats happening??

CEO_JJ says:
*Sec*: but they might have some kind of transporter tech we don't know of

CNS_Savar says:
::Sickbay prepared for all of the worst kinds of injuries::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir I am picking something bad on long range sensors

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  What is it?

CFCOHarri says:
@CMO:Okay ::nods his head:: notify the Captain and as soon as you are ready lets head out.

CTO_Matt says:
::recalibrates the sensors to scan the freighter heading for the station::

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal: take a look at it

CEO_JJ says:
CO: the Scrapheap is having engine trouble

CMO_Rex says:
@::finds a communication terminal and contacts the station::

CSO_Tyler says:
@Scrapheap Capt::   I suggest coming to a full stop and running a test on the Engines

CO_Reed says:
::raises an eyebrow::  COM: Scrapheap:  Our sensors indicate that you are having engine problems.  How bad is it?

OpsPalmer says:
@Junktown CO: Captain, we will taking some injuried miners back with us, will you make room?

CSO_Tyler says:
@*CO* Don't know sir...i'm bringing her to a full stop, we're going to run a quick check just to find out

Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO* Understood.  Drop the force field at this location.  I'm going to have a team take the same TL back to Deck 8 and see if they spot anything on the way.  I'll take the other TL to deck 4 CB 2.

CSO_Tyler says:
@:: listens as the engines come to a full stop

CEO_JJ says:
*SEc*: shields dropped

ENG_Kal says:
@::Goes to the engineering station and looks at the reading::

CMO_Rex says:
@COM: Arcadia Station: Captain, there's been an accident here. Request permission to bring three injured aboard the station.

CTO_Matt says:
Arcon:  Arcon, have your team leave their communicators open.

Sec_Arcon says:
::moves to TL and heads for deck 4::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As the Scrapheap stops, there is a power spike in the core.  A breach is imminent.

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal:: what do u make out of it??

CO_Reed says:
COM: CMO:  Of course.

Sec_Arcon says:
*CTO* Understood, will comply.

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO: the captain on Junktown is going to make room for the injuried.

CSO_Tyler says:
@COMM:: CO:: sir we have a power spike in the core....  breach is imminent....i'm going to evacuate

CMO_Rex says:
COM: Arcadia Station: Thank you sir. I have one further request.

CEO_JJ says:
COM: Scrapheap: *Kal*: it looks like a build up of radiation in the impulse engines you better shut them down and make a more detailed check before they blow up

ENG_Kal says:
@Tyler: I recommend we eject the core

CFCOHarri says:
@OPS/CMO: Lets get them on board and be on our way shall we?

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal:: Do it

CO_Reed says:
COM: *CSO*:  Get out of there!

OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO: Fine by me.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir should we stop the other freighter just in case it is sabatoge

CFCOHarri says:
@::heads to the Junktown::

ENG_Kal says:
@::nods and starts working on a console:: Freighter capt.: we need your codes

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, I have something about the breach.

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  If the freighter explodes, it won't really matter.  Evacuation is in order.

CO_Reed says:
COM: *CMO*:  What is it?

Host AGMDave says:
<Computer>: Engine core breach in one minute.

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  What is it?

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Have them dump the ore.

CMO_Rex says:
COM: Arcadia Station: Request that you send a Runabout to effect the patient transport... I'm not certain how the proximity of so much raw dilithium ore will affect the patients.

CEO_JJ says:
::readies evac mode:: CO: should we go to red alert

CO_Reed says:
COM: Scrapheap:  It is suggested that by dumping your ore, you could avoid a breach.  If this doesn't work, prepare to evacuate.

OpsPalmer says:
@::heads to the Junktown::

ENG_Kal says:
@::get the magnetic lock and place while the captain inputs is code::

ENG_Kal says:
@Tyler: ready to eject the core

CEO_JJ says:
::gets all the runabouts ready and assigns a crew to each on emergency notice::

CSO_Tyler says:
@COM CO:  Worrkign on it Capt

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal:: eject the core

ENG_Kal says:
@::nods to the engineer beside her and he pushes the controls::

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, my scans of the freighter seems to be an unusual reaction between the dilithium ore, and the engine core, resulting in the breach.

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  They are working on it now.

CSO_Tyler says:
@::switches the view screen to the ejected engine core::

ENG_Kal says:
@Tyler: its done sir

Host AGMDave says:
<Computer>ALL: Engine core breach in 30 seconds.

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: but that isn't possible unless they have bad equipment or they have been sabotaged

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Scrapheap's engine core ejects and explodes.

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  The ore may not be what it is suppose to be.

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  What do you think it is?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: the core was ejected in time and exploded

CSO_Tyler says:
@Kal::  good work ensign ...run a diagnostic on the entire system...I wanna know what caused that breach

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Scrapheap is tossed around by the shockwave.

ENG_Kal says:
@Tyler: Already on it

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  without further scans, I cannot say.  Either it isn't the ore we were assigned to pick up, or the ore real.

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

